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Abstracts
Background: To investigate the effect of drainage tube placement depth on the draining effect of drilling and drainage surgery on chronic 

subdural hematoma (CSDH).

Methods: 80 patients with CSDH who were admitted to our hospital from July 2017 to June 2019 were included in this study. They were divided 
into two groups, 40 cases in each group. In the observation group, the drainage tube was placed at 2cm depth; in the control group, the drainage tube 
was placed to forehead direction, with a depth of 6 cm. The drainage tube removal time (<2 days, 2-5 days, > 5 days), the incidence of intracranial gas 
accumulation, the incidence of complications, and the recurrence rate were compared between the two groups.

Results: The drainage tube removal time for observation group was: <2 days: 7 cases, 2-5 days: 24 cases, > 5 days: 9 cases, and the drainage 
tube removal time for control group was: <2 days: 4 cases, 2-5 days: 28 cases, > 5 days, 8 cases. The incidence of intracranial gas accumulation at 
1 week after surgery was 15.0% (6/40) for observation group, which was higher than control group (10%, 4/40). The incidence of postoperative 
complications was 5.0% (2/40) for control group and 2.5% (1/40) for observation group, but the differences were not statistically significant (P > 
0.05). No recurrence was found in both groups at 1 month after surgery.

Conclusion: Based on this study, we found that enlarging the bone window exposure during CSDH surgery, repeated rinse of hematoma cavity 
until fluid is clear, and encouraging patients to move earlier after surgery have positive effects on the treatment outcome, but the placement depth of 
drainage tube has no significant impact on draining effect. It is recommended that the drainage tube should be placed within 2 cm, in order to reduce 
the risk of accidental entry into brain tissue and damages on subdural hematomas.
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Background
Chronic subdural hematoma (CSDH) refers to the hematoma 

located between dura mater and arachnoid membrane for more 
than 3 weeks after trauma. It is one of the common diseases in 
neurosurgery, and it occurs more frequently in older people. Some 
patients have a history of trauma. The pathogenesis of CSDH is not 
completely understood. Drilling and drainage surgery is one of the 
effective methods for treating CSDH [1,2]. Although this surgical 

method is well known and has been widely used by neurosurgeons, 
there are still many surgical details that need to be investigated in 
specific operations, in order to achieve the best therapeutic effect. 
For example, whether to drill a single hole or double holes, whether 
to drill on forehead or top nodule, whether to flush the hematoma 
cavity and what temperature should be used, whether to place 
a single drainage tube or double drainage tubes and what depth 
should the drainage tube be placed, etc., these are all technical 
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details that can affect the treatment outcome. So far, the effect of 
drainage tube placement depth on draining effect is still unclear. 
Here, we carried out a related study to address this issue.

Methods
Ethics approval and consent to participate

This research has been approved by the ethics committee of 
our department. Informed consent has been obtained and this 
investigation has been conducted according to the principles 
expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki. And the authors have 
obtained written informed consent of all the patients. 

General information: The CSDH patients admitted to our 
department from July 2017 to June 2019 were divided into 
observation group and control group using the random number 
table method. For the observation group, the drainage tube 
placement depth was within 2 cm; for the control group, the 
drainage tube was placed in forehead direction, with the depth of 
6cm or longer. There were 40 cases in observation group, 16 males 
and 24 females; their ages ranged from 52 to 77 years old, with an 
average age of (64.23 ± 6.26) years old; 34 cases had hematoma 
on one side and 6 cases were on both sides; the hematoma volume 
ranged from 60 to 120 ml, with an average of (63.27 ± 11.24) ml. 
For the 40 patients in control group, there were 19 males and 21 
females, aged from 55 to 82 years old, with an average of (65.32 
± 7.24) years old; 32 cases had hematoma on one side and 8 cases 
were on both sides; the hematoma volume ranged from 56 to 110 
ml, with an average of 62.34 ± 10.74ml. After examination, the 
general data of the two groups are comparable.

Treatment methods: All patients received routine CT scan 
before surgery to confirm the disease and record the characteristics 
of hematoma. If the hematoma signal was relatively uniform, then 
drilling and drainage surgery was performed. The top nodule was 
primarily chosen for localizing hematoma during surgery. If the 
top nodule was not involved, then the thickest layer was selected. 
The size of the bone window was 2 ~ 3cm. After the dura was 
electrocoagulated, it was cut open in the “+” cross manner. If the 
tension was high, the chronic subdural hematoma was slowly 
released. After the tension decreased, the dura mater and the 
hematoma capsule were completely cut open. The dura mater 
was suspended, and a 12 # red urinary catheter was placed at the 
bottom of hematoma cavity. The other end of urinary tube was 
connected with a 50ml syringe needle to aspire the hematoma. After 
the hematoma volume was reduced, the syringe was filled with 
saline and slowly flushed the cavity; at the same time, the syringe 
direction was adjusted in order to rinse all directions. When the 
rinse liquid was almost clear, the silicone drainage tube was placed 
into the hematoma cavity toward the forehead direction. The depth 
of drainage tube was 2cm in observation group, and 6cm in control 
group, with the direction toward forehead. In both groups, the side 

holes of drainage tubes were cut off; and the tubes were led out 
along the tunnel under scalp, and connected with enclosed drainage 
bags. After the surgery, patient head was placed in low position 
to drain liquid continuously. If the color of the drainage fluid was 
clear and the drainage volume was fast, then the drainage speed 
was reduced. The patients were encouraged to move earlier after 
surgery. Routine rehydration was performed with 1500 to 2500 ml, 
and the time of drainage tube removal was determined based on 
the results of CT reexamination. The patients were followed up for 
1-3 months after operation to check hematoma recurrence.

Evaluation index: Skull CT reexamination was performed at 
24 hours, one week, and one month after the operation. Extubation 
time: the drainage tube could be removed if most of the drainage 
(greater than 90%) and space occupying effect were eliminated, 
and the color of drainage fluid became lighter. Complication rate 
and recurrence rate were monitored.

Statistical analysis: SPSS 17.0 statistical software was used 
to process the data. Measurement data were expressed as mean 
± standard deviation (x- ± s) and analyzed with t test. The count 
data was analyzed using χ 2 test. Fisher exact probability method 
was used for data with n <5. P <0.05 was considered statistically 
significant.

Results

There was no significant difference in draining effect between 
the two groups: most of the patients were fully drained within 2-5 
days and the drainage tube was then removed. The drainage tube 
removal time of the two groups were: observation group: <2 days: 
7 cases, 2-5 days: 24 cases, >5 days: 9 cases; control group: <2 
days: 4 cases, 2-5 days: 28 cases, > 5 days: 8 cases. There was no 
significant intracranial gas accumulation or tension pneumonia in 
both groups. The incidence of intracranial gas accumulation at one 
week after surgery was 15.0% (6/40) for the observation group, 
which was higher than the control group (10%, 4/40). The gas 
accumulation was completely absorbed at 1 month after surgery, 
as examined by CT scan. There were 1 case (2.5%) of complications 
occurred in the observation group and 2 cases (5%, 2/40) in control 
group, which was not significantly different (P> 0.05, Fisher exact 
probability method). One patient in the control group developed 
epidural hematoma after surgery. We gave conservative treatment 
to this patient, and after a month, his hematoma was absorbed. 
One patient in the observation group and one patient in the control 
group developed connections between subdural hematoma and 
subarachnoid space, and they both had large drainage volume of 
clear cerebrospinal fluid. For these patients, we controlled the 
draining speed and gave them conservative treatments. After that, 
the patient conditions were improved, and no hematoma recurred. 
At the 1-month follow-up, CT reexamination showed no recurrence 
in all the patients, so the recurrence rate was the same for both 
groups.
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Discussion

CDSH is a common and frequently-occurred disease in 
clinical neurosurgery, but the cause of this disease is still not 
fully understood [1,3,4]. Currently, drilling and drainage surgery 
is accepted as an effective surgical method for CDSH [5-8]. But 
there is still a lot of controversy regarding the operation details 
of this method. For example, there is no consensus on the timing 
of the drainage tube placement and the number of drainage tube 
placement, etc. [9-12]. In theory, placing the drainage tube in the 
forehead can reduce intracranial gas accumulation, because it is at 
the topmost position of the hematoma cavity, which is effective and 
preferential to drain gas accumulation. However, after the drainage 
tube is blindly placed, whether the tube tip is at the topmost 
position, and whether adherence affects drainage effect are not 
certain. It is also possible that when the drainage tube is not placed 
under direct vision, the tube may damage the drainage vessels and 
enter the brain parenchyma by mistake, which can cause bleeding. 
Due to these uncertain factors, we designed the current study to 
investigate the effect of drainage tube placement depth on the 
draining effect of CDSH surgery.

We used random number table to group the patients, and 
compared the difference in treatment effect related to drainage 
tube placement depth. The drainage tubes of the two groups were 
both placed in the direction of forehead top in supine position. 
The patients were divided into two groups based on the drainage 
tube depth. In observation group, the tube was about 2 cm from 
the edge of bone window. In control group, the tube was placed 
in the direction of forehead with a depth of 6 cm. The similarities 
and differences of draining effect between the two groups were 
recorded. In order to avoid blind placement of the tube, which 
might damage brain tissue, we opened a 2-3 cm bone window in 
these patients. The relatively big bone window can help to avoid 
the brain damage induced by intracerebral hematoma, which may 
occur during the rinse with red urinary catheter and during the 
placement of drainage tube in control group.

There was no significant difference in drainage effect between 
the two groups. Most of the patients were fully drained within 
2-5 days, and the drainage tube was then removed. There was 
also no significant difference in the extubation time between the 
two groups, indicating that the two different depths of intubation 
can both achieve good draining effects, which might be due to the 
following reasons: accurate surgical positioning and adequate 
drainage of hematoma cavity; repeated and thorough rinse until the 
drainage fluid was completely clear; there were multiple drainage 
openings on the drainage tube, so the hematoma was eventually 
drained from the back bone window as the brain tissue expanded. 
Theoretically, deep drainage tube placement can help the tube get 
closer to forehead, which can facilitate the drainage of intracranial 
gas accumulation. However, there was no significant difference in 
the incidence of intracranial gas accumulation between the two 
groups. The main reason may be that the patients were encouraged 

to move in the early stage, so they were constantly changing 
positions, which promoted rapid draining of liquids and gases.

Epidural hematoma occurred to one patient in control group 
after surgery. Considering that this case might be related to the 
fast drainage rate during or after surgery, we slowly released the 
hematoma for patients during the operation and slowly reduced the 
hematoma cavity pressure. By controlling the drainage speed after 
surgery, no other patients showed corresponding symptoms. This 
patient also became better after we controlled the drainage speed 
and used conservative treatment. There were two patients, one in 
observation group and one in control group, showed connections 
between subdural hematoma and subarachnoid space, with large 
drainage volume of clear cerebrospinal fluid. Considering that these 
cases might be related to the arachnoid damage caused during 
rinse and blind intubation, we controlled the drainage volume 
of these patients and gave them conservative treatment. Their 
conditions were improved afterwards, and no hematoma recurred 
in these 2 cases. Since both bridge vein injury and subdural effusion 
are causes for CDSH recurrence [13,14], damages on bridge vein 
and arachnoid under blind or non-direct vision, and deep drainage 
tube placement may increase the corresponding risk. The use of 
neuroendoscopy can solve the problem of visibility to a certain 
extent [15,16].

In summary, for patients with uniform density and non-
organized CSDH, drilling and drainage surgery is an effective 
treatment. During the operation, the hematoma cavity should 
be fully and repeatedly rinsed until drainage fluid is clear, and 
the patients should be encouraged to move earlier. The depth of 
drainage tube placement has no significant effect on the draining 
effect. To reduce the risk of puncturing arachnoid membrane 
and accidentally entering brain tissue, we recommend to place 
the drainage tube at the edge of bone window to achieve a good 
draining effect.

Conclusion

Based on this study, we found that enlarging the bone window 
exposure during CSDH surgery, repeated rinse of hematoma cavity 
until fluid is clear, and encouraging patients to move earlier after 
surgery have positive effects on the treatment outcome, but the 
placement depth of drainage tube has no significant impact on 
draining effect. It is recommended that the drainage tube should be 
placed within 2 cm, in order to reduce the risk of accidental entry 
into brain tissue and damages on subdural hematomas.
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